Five New Clients and a New Partner Select ImmuwareTM for Faster and
More Efficient Health Compliance

UP Health, Jennings American Legion Hospital, Open Door Family Medical Centers, Richmond University
Medical Center, SimpliVerified and Nightingale all recently selected ImmuwareTM as their employee health
compliance software solution for easier, faster and more efficient health, surveillance, illness, injury and
exposure incident tracking.

For more information or a demo of Immuware, contact us at info@immuware.com , via phone (312) 505-1443 or
on our website, Immuware.com
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UP Health System, Marquette

UP Health System Marquette, located in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, one of Duke Lifepoint’s hospitals
needed to replace their legacy EHS system. They sought a solution to manage the employee health
compliance of a 2,500 strong workforce that is cloud hosted, designed with the latest technology, easy to use,
highly flexible and configurable, paperless, mobile friendly, quick to implement and affordable. Upon
completion of an extensive evaluation, they chose the solution that met all their criteria and more, they chose
Immuware.
For more information or a demo of Immuware, contact us at info@immuware.com , via phone (312) 505-1443 or
on our website, Immuware.com
With Immuware’s Employee Portal, UP Health’s employees will have access to Immuware 24 / 7 and be able to
do the following online:
▪

Pre-consent

▪

Electronically sign

▪

Complete questionnaires

▪

Self-upload immunization, surveillance and certification documents

▪

View and print a full summary record history

▪

View custom message banner notifications

To streamline the process even further, UP Health has integrated employee ID badge scanning, thereby
allowing Immuware to quickly identify the employee and pull up their record without manually entering any
data.
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Richmond University Medical Center
The goal of Staten Island New York’s largest healthcare system,
Richmond University Medical Center was to quickly implement
a best-in-class, cloud-hosted employee health compliance
technology for their 2018 flu season. They needed a flexible,
easy-to-use, and highly configurable and interoperable system
that would improve their reporting and compliance rates.
Immuware met all of their requirements, including transparency and real time reporting, including multiple
summary aggregate dashboards, intuitive drill downs, and easy “slice and dice”, filter and sort capabilities.
Immuware will be a key enabler for Open Door to implement best practices, increase quality of their services
and improve and streamline processes.
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Jennings American Legion Hospital
Jennings American Legion Hospital
had been reviewing and considering
investing in a new EHS for several
months. Their employee health leader presented a compelling and
financially sound business case to their executives for the purchase of
Immuware. With Immuware, Jennings will have a fully automated
paperless process for tracking and reporting of Influenza, Tuberculosis,
Varicella, Hepatitis B & C, HIV, Tdap, MMR, Respirator Fit Testing,
Bloodborne Pathogen Exposures and other employee health data for
their workforce. They will also be migrating all historical records, thereby creating a single employee health
database that is securely stored and maintained on the cloud. Jennings now has access to all data as far back
in time as needed, with just a few clicks.
Immuware is hosted on the highly secure Microsoft® Azure platform with built-in HTTPS, it supports custom
domains with custom SSL certificates for even finer security and strong passwords are enforced for user logins.
The selection of Immuware aligns closely with one of the main tenets of Jennings American’s mission: to lead
with innovation. By reducing their time spent on administrative tasks, Immuware helps to free up time for caring
with compassion and healing those who need it in the Jennings, Louisiana community.
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Open Door Family Centers
Open Door Family Centers is committed to serving patients who seek affordable,
culturally competent and comprehensive healthcare in New York’s Westchester and
Putnam Counties, and consistently surpasses national benchmarks for patient
outcomes. Nearly 1,000 patients receive care at ODFC every day via their Family
Medical Centers, five School Based Health Centers and two Mobile Dental Vans.
The Open Door team underwent an extensive evaluation of the industry’s leading systems before deciding on
Immuware. Open Door is using Immuware to track Influenza, Tuberculosis, Physical Health Screenings, Varicella,
MMR, Hepatitis B & C, Tdap, HIV, Respirator Fit testing and Injury tracking.
Open Door has also integrated their lab results from BioReference
Laboratories’ 113 locations in the NY tri-state area with Immuware, leading
to increased efficiency, more timely reporting and easier access to real
time compliance results.
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SimpliVerified Partnership
In addition to our new clients, we are proud to announce our partnership
with SimpliVerified, Inc., one of the leading background check
companies, based in Utah. We have partnered with Immuware to
provide their customers a leading-edge platform to capture, store,
review, validate and report medical documentation required by
universities and employers during the recruiting process.
“We are honored to have been selected by SimpliVerified and are
excited about this new long-term partnership with such an innovative
and respected company. This opens the door for us to offer Immuware to
a broad segment of customers and capitalize on SimpliVerified’s wellknown name and expertise” commented Rai Fischer, Carminati Consulting.
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Nightingale College of Nursing
The Nightingale College of Nursing, located in several states in the northwest US, was ready to upgrade to a
cloud-hosted system for their students’ compliance. They sought a modern and a well-organized user interface,
more functionality and improved reporting. After exploring their options, they chose the combination of
SimpliVerified and Immuware to provide a complete centralized solution for recording, storing and reporting
annual compliance, including background checks, immunizations and vaccinations, CPR certifications and
other educational institution requirements.
For more information or a demo of Immuware, contact us at info@immuware.com , via phone (312) 505-1443 or
on our website, Immuware.com

